
was a virgin, a term she
seemed to find embarrassing:
ah, if only! we older ones
think! The other visitor was
Adrian, whom Madeleine had
ignored throughout the run as
an also-ran. In the end Cardiff
and Arfur both had lists of
saints and sinners, and as
usual I have forgotten their
deeds, though two of the
young people were called back
in, so going from “Hasher” to
“Arsehole” in a very short
space of time. Even Piercy
merited a drink. The Invisble
Man had to drink from his new
shoe, shopped by Sally
Justice, who was suitably
punished for snitching.

To be candid I spent a very
happy Easter, and so have

Date 8-04-07

Hare Short ‘An

Venue Bookham

On On Windsor Castle
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Fortunately for our amour-
propre, the young runners
had not our experience of
solving checks; but the
moment ON was called, whizz
flash and they were past us,
with only the JM in
contention. (When we came
to the Sloe Gin stop by the
water’s edge, we were guided
in by CC signs. Cool Cat?
Chocolate Creams? Caught
Crapping? No: “Cardiff
Conversion”, who profited
from the absence of anchors
to impose his own seal and
symbol on the hash.)

Another curious feature of
the day was the reluctance of
any runner, young or not, to
believe in or follow FRB at the
checks. Sure enough, he gets
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plenty wrong (what else is
hashing about, if not getting
the checks wrong?), but he
does still solve a few, enough
to earn him a disciple or two,
surely? Today he had to come
half way back when he solved
checks before anyone paid
any attention.

Short An’ concealed her
intentions admirably, so that
each check was a genuine
puzzle, and several had us all
over the place. Doug the Tub
read the runes rightly at the
railway station, though the
short cuts involved what the
JM called hard and knobbly
going (Chunderos at once
signalled her approval of what
is hard and knobbly); indeed
the great TO seems to have

Well! Curly, in whose
honour this hash was held,
was no spring chicken: he
would have been gratified at
the quality of the youngsters
who dominated today’s trail.
All we usually saw of Peter,
Frankie, and Madeleine was
how clean their heels were;
true, Swishette was kept on a
short lead by Swish, or I am
sure she too would have been
out there wowing the troops.

Trails from Bookham station
start over the bridge, but that
is how this one finished. We
ran a right-hander which
seemed to take in every pond
in Surrey, as well as visiting
Effingham Junction, but began
by a guided tour of suburban
Bookham and its leafy lanes.

regressed in his path to ankle
health. (Dormouse did the
trail, but with the tail enders.)
A word on those who did not.
A-to- Z and, more to his
disgrace, the wicked Ardon
Provocateur came only to the
gin stop. The GM was foiled
in her flight plans by heavy
traffic, so she re-booked her
holiday and missed Bookham;
Dr Death did get to the pub,
but otherwise opted for golf
and cleaning house in honour
of his sister - an original
excuse!

The stand-in RA was Arfur
Pint, though she nearly stood
us up, arriving just as Cardiff
was about to do her bit on her
behalf, having already toasted
the young people. Swishette
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forgotten entirely what else I
should be saying here. The
weather was idyllic, the
scenery attractive, the sloe gin
very welcome, there was good
crack (I believe the real
spelling to be “craic”), and all
in all  Short An’ Curly can
both feel well pleased with
their Easter offering to the
Surrey hash.

A belated Easter greeting to
all our readers! Surrey is risen,
truly risen!



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey
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onsec@surreyh3.org
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1671 22-Apr JMs AGM!!!!!

1672 29-Apr Daffy Dildo

1673 06-May Greenpeace
1/2 life

1674 13-May Ear Trumpet &
Strumpet

Okewood Hill

1675 20-May

1676 27-May Lord Raleigh

Run 1670

Date 15-04-07

Hare Dissa

Venue Forest Green

On On Royal Oak

SSA

OS (187) 108 451

Scribe FRB
Directions:

Take the A25 from Guildford towards Dorking. In Abinger
Hammer turn right on to the B2126 (Felday Rd.) and go south
for 2 miles to Holmbury St.Mary. Park as neatly as possible
but not in the pub car park..

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 Here

TWO POEMS FOR EASTER

This living hand, now warm and capable
Of earnest grasping, would, if it were cold
And in the icy silence of the tomb,
So haunt thy days and chill thy dreaming nights
That thou wouldst wish thine own heart dry of blood
So in my veins red life might stream again,
And thou be conscience-calmed - see here it is -
I hold it towards you.  (John Keats)

Love without hope, as when the young bird-catcher
Swept off his tall hat to the Squire’s young daughter,
So let the imprisoned larks escape and fly
Singing about her head, as she rode by.  (Robert Graves)

69.   The pop you hear when you crack your
knuckles is actually a bubble of gas burning.
70.   A literal translation of a standard traffic sign in
China: "Give large space to the festive dog that
makes sport in the roadway."
71.   You burn more calories sleeping than you do
watching TV.
72.   Larry Lewis ran the 100-yard dash in 17.8
seconds in 1969, thereby setting a new world's
record for runners in the 100-years-or-older
class. He was 101.
73.   In a lifetime the average human produces
enough quarts of spit to fill 2 swimming pools.
74.   It's against the law to doze off under a hair
dryer in Florida/against the law to slap an old friend
on the back in Georgia/against the law to Play
hopscotch on a Sunday in Missouri.


